
Complete Editing Studio

PRODUCT PRESENTATION



With eye-catching effects and powerful tools for video, 

photo, color, and audio editing, Director Suite 365 is 

the complete editing suite for content creators. 

VIDEO, PHOTO & AUDIO EDITING SOFTWARE 2

PowerDirector

Video Editor

PhotoDirector

Photo Editor

AudioDirector

Audio Editor

ColorDirector

Color Grading



Easy-to-use and intuitive video 

and photo editing for home 

creators.

CYBERLINK’S DIRECTOR FAMILY 3

Full-stack editing suite with advanced features  and 

expansive plug-ins ready for expert editors and 

professional productions.

Professional Series

Professional CreatorsBeginners & Enthusiasts



BENEFITS OF 365 SUBSCRIPTION 4

Choose cost effective and flexible annual and 

monthly plans.

Flexible Plans

Be the first to get all new video & photo editing 

features exclusives.

Always Up-to-Date

Get unlimited use of all creative design packs.

New Design Packs Updated Monthly

Get 100+ background music tracks and 300+ 

sound effect clips.

New Music & Sound FX  Tracks Monthly



ROYALTY-FREE STOCK LIBRARY FOR LIMITLESS CREATIVITY 5

Create captivating video projects with 

unlimited access to our premium 

stock media library. 



FEATURE INTRODUCTION



PowerDirector
Professional Grade Video Editing.



Create hyper-realistic image composites 

or expressive surrealist shots with our new 

advanced mask tools. Cut and combine 

images from different clips with 

unparalleled precision.

Mask Designer 8



DYNAMIC KEYFRAME CONTROLS 9

We’ve enhanced keyframing to provide more control over anchor points enabling dynamic motion as well as a 

new hold interpolation mode to apply your effects where you want them when you want them.



Introduce every scene with an epic title. 

Use stunning, ready-to-use motion 

graphic titles and customize the text and 

shape color to match your style.

CUSTOMIZABLE MOTION GRAPHIC TITLES 10



Create the perfect tutorial videos with 

animated sketch templates. Customize the 

size and color to match your style.

SKETCH ANIMATION OVERLAYS 11



Set the tone and keep color consistent 

across clips with one click or manually 

adjust the hue, saturation and brightness 

to match your look.

REFINE AND MATCH COLORS, FAST 12



MOTION TRACKING & CHROMA KEY 13

Ensure 100% object tracking accuracy in 

your video clips with the granular control 

of frame-by-frame motion tracking.

Intuitive Motion Tracking

Perform Hollywood-style green screen 

editing thanks to an improved chroma key 

engine and multi-key color sampling.

Green Screen Editing



PROFESSIONAL WORKFLOW 14

Export your entire audio mix from 

PowerDirector directly into AudioDirector

to deliver polished, pristine sound.

Seamless Integration

Preview your projects in 4K quality, and see 

how your video will look like before you 

produce.

4K Video Editing Preview 



PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE 15

Import and edit video shot on 

professional-grade cameras and in HEVC 

HDR10 & HLG, ProRes 4:2:2, and MXF AVC 

4:2:0 video compatibility.

Professional Format (10bit) 

& Camera Support 

PowerDirector supports transcoding of 

non-full frame video clips in a single 

timeline track. Also enjoy better 

performance on 8+ core processors with 

improved multi-threading.

CPU & GPU Performance 

Boosts



PhotoDirector
Turn Your Photos into Art.



PHOTO ANIMATION 17

Generate natural-looking motion and

bring your still images to life with the

Photo Animation Effect.



LIGHT RAYS 18

Render the perfect night scene with light rays. 

Create illuminated cityscapes and soften shots 

rich with natural sunlight.



PERSON SEGMENTATION 19

Precisely mask the outline of people in your 

images. Achieve flawless silhouettes of objects 

and remove objects seamlessly.



DISPERSION TOOL 20

Distort, rearrange, or disintegrate every particle 

of your image.



GLITCH ART 21

Discover hidden beauty in your images by 

splitting and combining color layers with the 

Glitch Art effect.



LAYER EDITING HISTORY 22

Create without fear of mistakes. Quickly switch 

between any layer edit you’ve ever made to find 

the perfect look.



POWERFUL LAYER EDITING 23

Layer editing provides the flexibility to create unique compositions by combining images, texts and graphics.

Creative 

Blending 

Modes

Adjustment 

Layers

Bevel & 

Emboss Text

Effects

Customizable 

Warped Text 

Layers

Group & 

Filter Layers

Snap 

Alignment in 

Layers

One-click 

Layer 

Alignment

One-click 

Layer 

Distribution



AI-POWERED DEBLUR 24

Intelligent Deblur is perfect for fixing up photos 

of excited children and pets, or snaps taken from 

moving vehicles.



PHOTO MANAGEMENT WITH AI FACIAL RECOGNITION 25

Tag a face in one photo, and it will be 

automatically detected & tagged in all existing 

and future shots.



AI STYLES 26

Our AI engine intelligently applies brushstrokes 

that make pictures look like they were designed 

and painted by a master artist.



AMAZING PHOTOS FROM VIDEO 27

Extract photos from a video clip 

and turn them into a multi-

exposure image.

Multi-Exposures Shots

Brush sections of a video clip to 

retain movement in that area only.

Vibrant Motion Still™

Instantly create perfect group 

photos from video clips. 

Video-to-Photo Face Swap



ADVANCED COLOR REPLACEMENT 28

Completely change the color of specific objects 

in a picture for a whole new look. 



CONTENT-AWARE REMOVE, MOVE & CLONE 29

Remove, duplicate, or move objects within 

photos simply by brushing over them. 

Move Remove Clone

Original



FRAME, LUT, & CLIP ART PACKS 30

Give your images the perfect finishing touch 

with professionally designed frames & stickers in 

a range of styles.



EXPRESS LAYER TEMPLATES 31

Instantly create complex multi-layer images to 

achieve distinctive styles.



SHARPER IMAGES & BETTER CLARITY 32

Strip away haze, fog and 

smog to reveal crisp, clear 

landscapes.

Dehaze
An easy, one-step tool to get 

rid of distracting color fringes 

for a sharper look.

Defringe



INCREDIBLE 360˚ PHOTO EDITING 3

3

Import, edit, correct and export 360˚ photos using all the editing features you know. It's a whole new perspective on 

photography.



ColorDirector
Precision Color Grading, Professional Results.



Render realistic camera effects like light 

rays or manipulate lighting to change the 

aesthetic of your footage, all in post-

production.

SHINE LIGHT ON YOUR CREATION 35



Find the perfect color effect to achieve a 

premium cinematic feel. With keyframe 

controls, apply a mask and create 

multiple selective color changes within a 

single video clip.

EVERY FRAME CLOSER TO EXCELLENCE 36



Isolate any object in your video and 

create a customizable green screen to 

compose spectacular scenes.

GREEN SCREEN MAKER 37



SMARTER SELECTION, EASIER EDITS 38

Be selective with your edits – even on 

a moving subject. Get precise control 

over any object with the power of 

motion tracking.



COLOR SPLASH & COLOR SHIFT 39

The full spectrum color wheel gives you complete 

control over object hue.

Color Shift

Isolate a color and adjust intensity to stylize your 

footage.

Color Splash



Use a waveform scope and get the best, 

most consistent images. Examine the 

exposure and ensure superior uniformity 

between shots.

A BALANCED PERSPECTIVE 40



Harmonize colors throughout your video 

and never worry about lighting or 

contrast again. Import and export your 

Look-up Tables (LUTs) and take your 

color scheme with you.

CRAFT A CONSISTENT, PROFESSIONAL LOOK 41



Automatically replicate the color style 

from any reference video. Use enhanced 

color match controls to fine-tune your 

look.

PRECISE COLOR MATCHING 42



PRISTINE FOOTAGE, EVERY TIME 43

Ensure your video is crystal clear, no matter the footage, with automatic dehaze and noise reduction tools.



AudioDirector
Precision Audio Editing for Videos.



AudioDirector is the comprehensive audio 

workstation for multi-tracking, mixing, editing and 

sound restoration.

YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO WORKSTATION 45

Insert images



Export your entire audio project from AudioDirector

directly into PowerDirector and vice versa. Your 

audio and video project edits synchronize perfectly 

between the two apps.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH POWERDIRECTOR 46

Insert images



Remove reverb and echo from audio 

clips intelligently so dialogue can be 

clearly heard.

AI DEREVERB 47



With just one click you can use the power 

of AI to remove wind gusts from audio 

clips.

AI WIND REMOVAL 48



Extract pristine instrumental tracks from 

your favorite songs, or change the 

volume of vocal tracks.

VOCAL BALANCE AND REMOVAL 49



Combine and apply multiple effects at 

the same time. Add and preview 

alternate clips side by side.

CREATE EFFECT COMBOS 50



Quickly record lengthy voiceovers or 

podcasts, and seamlessly make 

corrections to your dialogue tracks.

PUNCH & ROLL RECORDING 51



RESTORATIVE ADJUSTMENT TOOLS 52

• Dialogue Contour – Edit the inflections in 

dialogue.

• Plosive Removal - Removes distracting breathy 

sounds in speech

• Noise Reduction - Clears unwanted static and 

background noise

• Declip - Removes distortion caused by clipping

• Declick - Clears track of clicks, pops and 

crackles

• Hiss Removal - Eliminates hissing sounds from 

audio tracks

• Hum Removal - Gets rid of low frequency 

audio artifacts



Edit audio tracks for 360˚ videos in a 

visual preview window to precisely tune 

audio direction and elevation.

VISUAL SPATIAL AUDIO EDITING 53



Alter existing vocals through a number of 

natural-sounding filters. 

VOCAL TRANSFORMER 54



Record from multiple audio channels at 

the same time directly into AudioDirector. 

MULTI-CHANNEL DEVICE RECORDING 55



Sample different effects and recordings 

on a single track with Track.

TRACK ALTERNATIVES IN MIXER ROOM 56



Maintain a constant ambience through 

your audio tracks by choosing a 

background sound sample and using it 

consistently in the entire clip.

AMBIENCE CREATOR 57



Create sophisticated surround sound 

projects using dynamic panning 

technology.

SURROUND SOUND PANNER 58



Automatically adjust background music 

tracks to fit the length of your video. 

AUTO-FIT BACKGROUND MUSIC 59



Apply your favorite effects to multiple 

audio files simultaneously, saving hours of 

tedious editing time and repetition.

BATCH PROCESSING 60



Preview the final result and identify any 

artifacts from lossy encoding before you 

produce.

CODEC PREVIEW 61



Plug-ins & Effects
Never find yourself lacking creative inspiration.



Get unlimited use of all creative 

design packs. What’s more, we’re 

releasing new packs every month 

which you can access for free!

PREMIUM CREATIVE DESIGN PACKS 63

NEW PACKS EVERY MONTH!



Enjoy professional sound effects and music tracks. Access the files directly from PowerDirector’s music library, 

and PhotoDirector’s Slideshow creator.

BACKGROUND MUSIC TRACKS & SOUND EFFECTS 64

NEW TRACKS EVERY MONTH!



APPENDIX



Operating System
Microsoft Windows 10, 8/8.1, 7 (64 bit OS only)

Processor (CPU)
Intel Core™ i-series or AMD Phenom®  II and above

Graphics Processor (GPU)
Standard Video: 128 MB VGA VRAM or higher

360-video: DirectX 11 compatible

AI Plugin: 2GB VGA VRAM or higher

Memory
4GB required (For AI style transfer, 8 GB or above 

recommended)

Hard Disk Space
10GB

Burning Drive
Burning drive is required for disc burning purpose

Sound Card
Windows compatible sound card is required

Internet Connection
Internet connection also required for initial software & file 

formats activation.

Screen Resolution
1024 x 768, 16-bit color or above

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 66



Video File Importing 

• H.265/HEVC

• MOD

• MVC (MTS)

• MOV (H.264/alpha PNG/ProRes 4:2:2)

• MPEG-1

• MPEG-2

• MPEG-4 AVC (H.264)

• FLV (H.264) MP4 (XAVC S)

• MKV (multiple audio streams)

• TOD

• 3GPP2

• VOB

• AVCHD (M2T, MTS)

• DVR-MS

• Top-under Video

• Side-by-Side Video

• Dual-Stream AVI

• WTV in H.264/MPEG2 (multiple video and 

audio streams)

• DV-AVI

• DSLR video clip in H.264 format with 

LPCM/AAC/ Dolby Digital audio*

• VRO

• AVI

• WMV

• DAT

• WMV-HD

• WebM (VP9)

• HDR (HEVC&VP9 HDR10 & HLG) NEW

• MXF (AVC 4:2:0) NEW

• XAVC (4:2:0) NEW

360° Video
Equirectangular format MP4 (H.264/265). Supports up to 4K resolution in 2:1 aspect 

ratio.

Audio Importing
File: WAV, MP3, WMA, M4A, FLAC, AAC

Format: AAC, Dolby Digital*, Dolby Digital Plus*, DTS, WAVE, MPEG-1 Layer III, FLAC, 

ALAC, Opus, AMR-NB, LPCM, MPEG Audio
*Windows 8/8.1/10  OS is required.

Photo File Importing
• JPS , MPO, RAW, GIF, BMP, JPG, TIF, PNG, Animated GIF, HEIC

360 Photo: Equirectangular format JPG/TIF in 2:1 aspect ratio.

Video File Exporting (Production)

• High-Definition: AVCHD, AVCHD 2.0 

(3D/ Progressive) MPEG-2 HD, WMV-HD

• 2K/4K resolution: H.264 AVC, WMV, 

H.265 HEVC, XAVC S 

• MKV H.264 AVC/H. 265 HEVC        

(.MKV with LPCM/AAC/DTS/Dolby Digital 

Audio*)

• MPEG-2 

• MPEG-4 H.264 AVC/ H.265 HEVC (.MP4

with LPCM/AAC /Dolby Digital Audio*)

• XAVC S (.MP4 with AAC audio)

•WMV

• DV-AVI, Windows AVI (.AVI)

•AVCHD2.0 for SD/SDHC/SDXC/MS 

memory card or flash memory 

•3D Video: MVC, Side-by-Side, Anaglyph

• Image Sequence (JPG/PNG)

360 Video: Equirectangular format MP4 

(H.264 / H.265)

Audio File Exporting (Production)

• AAC (.M4A), WMA, LPCM (.WAV)

Formats Supported for Disc Creation

• 3D Disc Burning: DVD/AVCHD/BD

• DVD

• BD Burning: BDMV

• AVCHD disc burning

• DVD & BD disc burning with LPCM 

2 ch and DTS 5.1ch audio

FORMAT SUPPORT 67



Corporate:

Steven Lien at press@cyberlink.com or by phone at: +886-2-8667-1298, ext. 2468

CyberLink Japan:

Hiroyuki Imazawa at contact_pr_jpn@cyberlink.com or by phone at: +81-3-5875-6650

CyberLink USA:

Mary Placido  at contact_pr@cyberlink.com or by phone at +1 (415) 218-3627

Germany:

Stefan Winter at contact_pr_deu@cyberlink.com or by phone: +49-531-3873316

France:

Laëtitia D’Urso at contact_pr_fr@cyberlink.com or by phone:+33-(0)1 79 30 90 39

United Kingdom:

Steven Lien at contact_pr_uk@cyberlink.com or by phone: +886-2-8667-1298, ext. 2468 
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